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3 Koblitz provable security
Neal Koblitz Notices of the AMS vol. 54 number 8 (2007)
972-979 “ The Uneasy Relationship Between Mathematics and Cryptography”
Koblitz
rThe idea of “provable security” is to give a mathematically regorous proof of a type of
conditional guarantee of the security of a cryptographic protocol. It is conditional in that it
typically has the form “our protocol is immune from an attack of type X provided that the
mathematical problem $Y$ is computationally hard.” $\cdots$
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The form that proofs of security take is what is known as a reduction. Reductions from one
problem to another occur implicitly throughout mathematics; in computer science, reductions
are the main tool used to compare and classify problems according to their difficulty.
In provable security PaPers the authors try to prove that a mathematical problem that is
widely believed to be comPutationally hard, such as factoring large integers or finding elliptic
curve discrete logs, reduces to a successful attack of a prescribed type on their cryptographic
protocol. This means that anyone who could break their cryPtosystem could also, with only
a little extra effort, solve the supposedly hard math problem. Since that is assumed not to be
possible, the conclusion is that the protocolis provably secure.
For mathematicians who study the provable security literature, as Menezes and I did, there
are severeal reasons to be uneasy. Most obviously, a provable security theorem applies only to
attacks of a specified sort and says nothing about clever attacks that might not includes in the
theorem. Moreover, the result is condtional in a strong sense. Unlike in mathematics, where
conditional theorem usually mean something like “assuming that the Riemann Hypothesis is
true” (which it almost certainly is), in cryptography the condition is of the sort “assumes that
no one finds an improved algorithm for a certain math problem” –and that’s anyone’s guess.
History has not been kind to the latter type of assumption. For example, in the late $1980s$
and early $1990s$ the development of the number field sieve for factoring an RSA modulus $N$
resulted in a dramatic decrease of the numming time of index-calculus factoring algorithms
from $\exp((\log N)^{1/2+\epsilon})$ to $\exp((\log N)^{1/3+\epsilon})4$
4 Knuth $O$ calculus
$r$bit
Knuth
Notices of the Amefican Mathematical Society
March, 1998
Bachmann, Landau $\mathcal{O},$ $0$ A (absolutely at
most)
$\bullet$





r$I$ am pleased to see so much serious attention being given to improvements in the way
calculus has traditionally been taught, but $I’ m$ surprised that nobody has been discussing the
kinds of changes that I personally believe would be most valuable. If I were responsible for
teaching calculus to college undergraduates and advanced high school students today, and if
I had the opportunity to deviate from the existing textbooks, $I$ would certainly make major
changes by emphasizing several notational improvements that advanced mathematicians have
been using for more than a hundred years.
The most important of these changes would be to introduce the $O$ notation and related
ideas at an early stage. This notation, first used by Bachmann in 1894 and later popularized
by Landau, has the great virtue that it makes calculations simpler, so it simplifies many parts
of the subject, yet it is highly intuitive and easily learned. The key idea is to be able to deal
with quantities that are only partly specified, and to use them in the midst of formulas.
I would begin my ideal calculus course by introducing a simpler $A$ notation,” which means
“absolutely at most.” For example, $A(2)$ stands for a quantity whose absolute value is less
than or equal to 2. This notation has a natural connection with decimal numbers: Saying that
$\pi$ is approximately 3.14 is equivalent to saying that $\pi=3.14+A(.005)$ . Students will easily





I would of course explain that the equality $sign$ is not symmetric with respect to such
notations; we have $3=A(5)$ and $4=A(5)$ but not $3=4$, nor can we say that $A(5)=4.$
We can, however, say that $A(O)=0$. As de Bruijn points out in [1, \S 1.2], mathematicians
customarily use the $=sign$ as they use the word “is” in English: Aristotle is a man, but a
man isn’t necessarily Aristotle.
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$A(x)+A(y)=A(x+y)$ if $X\geq 0$ a $dy\geq 0$ ;
$(1+A(t))^{2}=1+3A(t)$ if $t=A(1)$ .
Once students have caught on to the idea of $A$ notation, they are ready for $O$ notation, which
is even less specific. In its simplest form, $O(x)$ stands for something that is $CA(x)$ for some
constant $C$ , but we don’t say what $C$ is. We also define side conditions on the variables that
appear in the formulae. For example, if $n$ is a positive integer we can say that any quadratic




$=n\ln n+\gamma n+O(\sqrt{n}\ln n)$ .
I would define the derivative by first defining what might be called a “strong derivative”:
The function $f$ has a strong derivative $f’(x)$ at point $x$ if
$f(x+\epsilon)=f(x)+f’(x)\epsilon+O(\epsilon^{2})$
whenever $\epsilon$ is sufficiently small. The vast majority of all functions that arise in practical work
have strong derivatives, so I believe this definition best captures the intuition I want students
to have about derivatives. We see immediately, for example, that if $f(x)=x^{2}$ we have
$(x+\epsilon)^{2}=x^{2}+2x\epsilon+\epsilon^{2},$
so the derivative of $x^{2}$ is $2x$ . And if the derivative of $x^{n}$ is $d_{n}(x)$ , we have
$(x+\epsilon)^{n+1}=(x+\epsilon)(x^{n}+d_{n}(x)\epsilon+O(\epsilon^{2}))$
$=x^{n+1}+(xd_{n}(x)+x^{n})\epsilon+O(\epsilon^{2})$ ;
hence the derivative of $x^{n+1}$ is $xd_{n}(x)+x^{n}$ and we find by induction that $d_{n}(x)=nx^{n-1}.$
Similarly if $f$ and $g$ have strong derivatives $f’(x)$ and $g’(x)$ , we readily find
$f(x+\epsilon)g(x+\epsilon)=f(x)g(x)+(f’(x)g(x)+f(x)g’(x))\epsilon+O(\epsilon^{2})$
and this gives the strong derivative of the product. The chain rule
$f(g(x+\epsilon))=f(g(x))+f’(g(x))g’(x)\epsilon+O(\epsilon^{2})$
also follows when $f$ has a strong derivative at point $g(x)$ and $g$ has a strong derivative at $x.$
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Once it is known that integration is the inverse of differentiation and related to the area





$I’ m$ sure it would be a pleasure for both students and teacher if calculus were taught in this
way. The extra time needed to introduce $O$ notation is amply repaid by the simplifications
that occur later. In fact, there probably will be time to introduce the $0$ notation,” which is
equivalent to the taking of limits, and to give the general definition of a not-necessarily-strong
derivative:
$f(x+\epsilon)=f(x)+f’(x)\epsilon+o(\epsilon)$ .
The function $f$ is continuous at $x$ if
$f(x+\epsilon)=f(x)+o(1)$ ;
and so on. But I would not mind leaving a full exploration of such things to a more advanced
course, when it will easily be picked up by anyone who has learned the basics with $O$ alone.
Indeed, $I$ have not needed to use $d$’ in 2200 pages of The Art of Computer Programming,
although many techniques of advanced calculus are applied throughout those books to a great
variety of problems.
Students will be motivated to use $O$ notation for two important reasons. First, it significantly
simplifies calculations because it allows us to be sloppy–but in a satisfactorily controlled way.
Second, it appears in the power series calculations of symbolic algebra systems like Maple and
Mathematica, which today’s students will surely be using.
For more than 20 years I have dreamed of writing a calculus text entitled $O$ Calculus, in
which the subject would be taught along the lines sketched above. More pressing projects,
such as the development of the TEX system, have made that impossible, although I did try to
write a good introduction to $O$ notation for post-calculus students in [2, Chapter 9]. Perhaps
my ideas are preposterous, but $I’ m$ hoping that this letter will catch the attention of people
who are much more capable than I of writing calculus texts for the new millennium. And
I hope that some of these now-classical ideas will prove to be at least half as fruitful for


























7 H. Wu mathematical engineering
Notices of the AMS 53, 372-384 (2011) H. Wu ICM
mathematical engineering
“engineering”
the art or science of customizing scientific theory to meet human need
H. Bass mathematics education applied mathematics
branch
In this sense what separates mathematics education as mathematical engineering from math-
ematics education as applied mathematics is the crucial step of customizing the mathematics,
rather than simply applying it in a straightforward manner to the specific needs of the class-
room.
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